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Prandtl and Rayleigh number dependence of the Reynolds number
in turbulent thermal convection
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The Prandtl and Rayleigh number dependences of the Reynolds number in turbulent thermal convection
following from the unifying theory by Grossmann and Lohse@J. Fluid Mech.407, 27 ~2000!; Phys. Rev. Lett.
86, 3316 ~2001!# are presented and compared with various recent experimental findings. This dependence
Re~Ra,Pr! is more complicated than a simple global power law. For Pr55.5 and 108,Ra,1010 the effective
or local power law exponent of Re as a function of Ra is definitely less than 0.50, namely, Re;Ra0.45, in
agreement with Qiu and Tong’s experimental findings@Phys. Rev. E64, 036304~2001!#. We also calculated the
kinetic boundary layer width. Both in magnitude and in Ra scaling it is consistent with the data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Qiu and Tong@1# measured the Reynolds num
ber Re[UL/n of the large scale velocity~‘‘wind velocity’’ !
U in thermal convection as a function of the Rayleigh nu
ber Ra[apgL3D/nk for a fixed Prandtl number Pr[n/k
55.5 ~water!. Hereap is the isobaric thermal expansion c
efficient, g the gravitational acceleration,D the temperature
difference between the warmer bottom plate and the co
top plate,L the height of the aspect ratioG51 cell, n the
kinematic viscosity, andk the thermal diffusivity.

Depending on the precise definition of the wind veloc
U one has to consider slightly different Reynolds numbe
Qiu and Tong@1# take a Reynolds number Reg , which is
based on a direct measurement of the shearg throughout the
cell. Other Reynolds numbers have been based on the
quency peak in the temperature power spectrum@2,3# which
has been associated with the large scale convection rol
the Ra range 108–1010 Qiu and Tong@1,4# find the approxi-
mate power law Reg50.085Ra0.455 @5#. This exponent is sur-
prising since most hitherto measured data for this Pra
number or for Pr50.7 ~helium gas! give a power law expo-
nent closer to 0.50@2,3,6#.

Qiu and Tong@1# also measured the oscillation frequen
f 0

u in the time dependence of the temperature cro
correlation function between the temperatures measure
two points on opposite locations in the Rayleigh-Be´nard
~RB! cell. These oscillations are considered as a signatur
plume transport with the circulating wind, i.e., as a meas
of the recurrence rateU/2L and thus of the wind velocityU
@1#. With this frequency they define a Reynolds numb
Ref u[2 f 0

uL2/n. With f 0
u'U/2L it can be connected with th

standard definition of the Reynolds number Ref u'UL/n
5Re. This Reynolds number Ref u turns out to agree with the
above Reynolds number based on the shear rateg
[gL2/(2n) ~see Fig. 2 of Ref.@1#!. Indeed, withg'2U/L
one gets Reg'Re.

*Email address: grossmann@physik.uni-marburg.de
†Email address: lohse@tn.utwente.nl
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In a very recent report Lamet al. @7# also present experi
mental results for the Rayleigh number dependence of
Reynolds number, but in addition also for its Prandtl numb
dependence. For 108,Ra,331010 they find the effective
scaling law Re;Ra0.43Pr20.76 for a Reynolds number base
on the frequencyf 0

u extracted from the autocorrelation func
tion of the velocity fluctuations, 4f 0

uL2/n. Note that this ex-
pression differs by a factor of 2 from that of Ref.@1#. To
allow for easier comparison, we drop this factor 2 and defi
Ref u[2 f 0

uL2/n which, using the data from@7#, is Ref u

50.545Ra0.43Pr20.76. The Ra dependence is consistent wit
Qiu and Tong’s findings Reg5Ref u50.085Ra0.455@1,4#. Also
the absolute values agree rather well: For water (Pr55.5) at
Ra5109 one has Ref u51106 according to@7# and Ref u

51058 according to@1#.
In addition, Lamet al. @7# measure a Reynolds numbe

based on the velocity maximum in the cell, ReU,max
[UmaxL/n. The Ra exponent of that Reynolds number a
pears to vary as a function of the Prandtl number from 0
to 0.68 as Pr increases from 3 to 1200. The power law
ponent is definitely steeper than that for the velocity autoc
relation based Reynolds number Ref u.

II. THE REYNOLDS NUMBER

These experimental findings have triggered us to fina
present the Ra and Pr number dependence of Re, as it
lows from our unifying theory of thermal convection@8,9#.

The main idea of that theory is to decompose the ene
dissipation rateeu and the thermal dissipation rateeu into
their boundary layer~BL! and bulk contributions,

eu5eu,BL1eu,bulk , ~1!

eu5eu,BL1eu,bulk . ~2!

For the left-hand sides the exact relationseu5(n3/L4)(Nu
21)RaPr22 and eu5k(D2/L2),Nu are employed, wherek
is the thermal diffusivity andD the temperature differenc
between the bottom and top plates. The individual contri
tions on the right-hand sides of Eqs.~1! and~2! are modeled
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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in terms of the large scale velocityU, the temperature differ-
enceD, the heightL, and the widthslu andlu of the kinetic
and thermal boundary layers~see Refs.@8,9#!. Note that
eu,BL contains contributions from both the top and botto
plates as well as from the sidewalls. From visualizations
the thermal boundary layers we conclude thateu,BL mainly
contains top and bottom plate contributions as the sidew
are thermally isolated. The thermal dissipation in the si
wall boundary layers scales like the bulk dissipation, wh
is proportional to RePr, and therefore can be included i
eu,bulk @10#. For the thicknesses of the thermal and kine
boundary layers we assume

lu5L/~2Nu! ~3!

and

lu5aL/ARe, ~4!

respectively. The latter expression holds in laminar bound
layers of Prandtl-Blasius type@see@11# or @12#, Sec. 39, Eq.
~39.12!#. In Refs.@8,9# we adopteda51/4 for the dimension-
less prefactor that determines the absolute width of the
netic boundary layer. The final result is@see Eqs.~13! and
~14! of Ref. @9##:

Nu Ra Pr225c1

Re2

g~ARec /Re!
1c2Re3, ~5!

Nu5c3Re1/2Pr1/2F f S 2aNu

ARec

gSARec

Re
D D G 1/2

1c4Pr Ref S 2aNu

ARec

gSARec

Re
D D . ~6!

The crossover functionsf andg model the crossover from th
thermal boundary layer nested in the kinetic one towards
inverse situation and from Eq.~4! toward lu;L, respec-
tively; for details, see Ref.@9#. The four prefactorsci , i
51,2,3,4, and the transition Reynolds number Rec to the
large Pr regime~cf. @9#! were fitted to 151 experimental da
points Nu~Ra,Pr!, measured by Ahlers and Xu@13# for an
aspect ratioG51 cell, still assuminga50.25.

Note that oncea is chosen and theci and Rec are fixed
through the fit, not only is Nu~Ra,Pr! determined for all Ra
and Pr, but also Re~Ra,Pr!. However, while Nu~Ra,Pr! does
not depend on the choice ofa51/4, the wind amplitude
Re~Ra, Pr! doesdepend on the value ofa. The reason is the
invariance of Eqs.~5! and ~6! under the following rescaling
transformation: Re→aRe, Rec→aRec , a→a1/2a, c1
→c1 /a2, c2→c2 /a3, c3→c3 /a1/2, andc4→c4 /a.

As meanwhile reliable results for Re~Ra,Pr! are known,
we use this amplitude rescaling freedom in Eqs.~5! and ~6!
to fix the prefactora and thus the width of the kinetic bound
ary layer. This procedure does not affect the functional
pendence of Re on Ra and Pr. It only fixes an overall fac
for Re~Ra,Pr!. The Nusselt number, in contrast, is not a
fected at all.
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To determine the prefactora, we take Qiu and Tong’s
experimental finding Re5Reg50.085 Ra0.455 @1#; see Fig.
1. The result isa50.482 rather thana50.25 as was sug-
gested in@12# and also assumed in our earlier publicatio
@8,9#. With this choice ofa, the coefficients in Eqs.~5! and
~6! are c158.7, c251.45, c350.46, c450.013, and Rec
51.0.1

In Fig. 1 we show Re/Ra1/2 vs Ra as resulting from the
theory together with the measured data of Refs.@1,4#. In-
deed, the theoretical data for Re~Ra! also display a local
power law exponent which is significantly smaller than 1
A power law fit in the Ra regime 108–1010 gives Re
50.102 Ra0.447, with a power law exponent very close t
what has been observed by Qiu and Tong@1#.

For completeness we also show again the phase diag
in the Ra-Pr space~see Fig. 2!. This is identical to Fig. 1 of
Ref. @9#, with two exceptions.~i! Some additional experi-
mental data points have been added.~ii ! As we now tooka
50.482 rather thana51/4 in relation~4! in order to adapt
the overall factor in Re to the measured values of Fig. 1,
shear Reynolds number of the kinetic boundary layer

Res5luU/n5aARe ~7!

also changes as compared to@9#. For a given wind Reynolds
number Re the shear Reynolds number Res increases witha.
Now, since according to@12#, Sec. 41, the kinetic BL suffers
a transition from laminar to turbulent for Res'420, the
larger choice ofa implies that the onset of shear triggere
turbulence in the BL happens already for smaller Re. The
fore the dotted line in the phase diagram, which signals
onset of turbulence in the kinetic BL, shifts upward.2 The

1Applying the above rescaling of Re, Rec , and theci , these num-
bers exactly correspond to the numbers given in@9#. The rescaling
factor to be taken isa5(a/0.25)253.72.

2Note again that all heat current plots Nu~Ra,Pr! of Ref. @9# re-
main completely unchanged through the modification of the valua
in Eq. ~4!.

FIG. 1. Re/Ra1/2 vs Ra for Pr55.5 from the experiments of Ref
@1# ~thick dots and dashed line as best fit Re50.085Ra0.455) and
from the theory of Ref.@9# with a50.482 ~solid line!. A local
power law fit to the theoretical result in the Ra regime shown gi
Re50.102 Ra0.447.
5-2
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location of this ~dotted! turbulence transition line is dis
cussed at the end of this paper in more detail.

The phase diagram Fig. 2 offers an understanding of w
the scaling exponent of Re with Ra is smaller than 0.50
Pr55.5. The exponent 0.447 originates in the combined c
tributions from the regimes IVu ~with the pure power law
exponent 4/9!, IV l ~with the pure power law exponent 1/2!,
and IIu and IIl ~with the pure power law exponents 2/5!.
Incidentally, the~unweighted! mean of the scaling exponen
4/9, 1/2, 2/5, and 2/5 in the Ra range 108–1010 gives 0.44,
very close to the numerical finding in Fig. 1. For larger R
beyond 1010, the influence of the regimes IIl ,u will decrease
and that of IVu,l8 will become stronger. Thus we expect
larger local exponent. If IVl ~with 1/2!, IVu ~with 4/9!, and
IVu8 ~with 1/2! dominate, the unweighted mean is 0.48. W
emphasize that generally there is no pure power law beha
but, instead, a more general dependence of Re on
cf. Fig. 3.

For other Pr our theory predicts alocal exponent 1/2. In
Fig. 3~a! we have plotted Re/Ra1/2 vs Ra for various Pr. The
local exponent 1/2 can be noticed, e.g., for small
'1023–1024 and large Ra*1013 ~regime IVu), or for large
Pr'102 and small Ra'106 ~regime Iu).

It is evident from Fig. 3~a! that there is no pure power law
throughout the whole Ra regime. As stressed in Refs.@8,9#,
power laws only applylocally. The same holds for the de
pendence of Re onPr. In Fig. 3~b! we show this dependenc

FIG. 2. Phase diagram in the Ra-Pr plane according to
theory of Ref.@9# The upper solid line means Re5Rec , the lower
nearly parallel solid line iseu,BL5eu,bulk , the curved solid line is
eu,BL5eu,bulk , and the long-dashed line is the linelu5lu . The
dotted line indicates where the laminar kinetic BL becomes tur
lent, based on a critical shear Reynolds number Res* '420 of the
kinetic BL. Beyond that line, the definition~4! of lu does not make
sense anymore, and therefore no linelu5lu is drawn there. Data
points where Nu has been measured or numerically calculated
been included~for several aspect ratios!: squares Chavanneet al.
@14#; diamonds; Cioniet al. @15#; circles Niemelaet al. @16#; stars;
Ahlers and Xu@13#; down triangles, Xiaet al. @17#; up triangles,
Verzicco and Camussi~numerical simulations! @18#.
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as it results from our theory. The Reynolds number stron
decreases with increasing Pr. This reflects the increasing
fects of the viscosity on the wind as Pr grows.

The absence of global scaling exponents is highlighted
Fig. 4 in which we present the local slope
d log10(Re)/d log10(Ra) andd log10(Nu)/d log10(Ra) result-
ing from our theory: Indeed, neither one of these local sc
ing exponents is constant over a larger range for hithe
experimentally achievable Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers

We now compare our results for Re~Ra,Pr! with the recent
experimental findings by Lamet al. @7# in the regime 108

,Ra,331010 and 3,Pr,1200. For this Prandtl numbe
regime we find@cf. Fig. 3~b!# effective ~local! power laws
Re;Pr20.70 for Ra51010 and Re;Pr20.73 for Ra5108.3 The
corresponding experimental local power law exponent of
Reynolds number Ref u based on the oscillation frequencyf 0

u

3These exponents can be understood as originating from the p
ics in regime IVu ~with the Prandtl dependence exponent22/3)
together with some influence of the regimes Iu and IIu ~with Pr
exponents25/6 and22/3).

e

-

ve

FIG. 3. ~a! Re/Ra1/2 vs Ra for various Pr and~b! Re vs Pr for
various Ra, according to our unifying theory. The dashed parts
the lines indicate the region beyond the expected transition of
kinetic BL into the turbulent state. There the IIl8 , IV l8 , and IVu8
exponents will influence and change the curves: Nu}Ra1/2Pr1/2 and
Re}Ra1/2Pr21/2, as in IVl .
5-3
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is 20.7660.01. For the maximum velocity based Reynol
number ReU,max the corresponding exponent varies betwe
20.88 and20.94. Vice versa, for the Rayleigh number r
gime 108,Ra,331010 we find @see Fig. 3~a!# effective~lo-
cal! power laws Re;Ra0.44 for Pr53 and Re;Ra0.48 for Pr
51200. Lamet al.’s @7# experimental local exponents a
0.43 for an oscillation based Reynolds number Ref u ~consis-
tent with the findings from Qiu and Tong for Ref u) and be-
tween 0.50 and 0.68 for the maximum velocity based R
nolds number ReU,max.

To summarize, our theory is in good agreement with~i!
the Reynolds number Ref u based on the circulation fre
quencyf 0

u as measured in@7#, ~ii ! the Reynolds number Ref u

based on the circulation frequncyf 0
u as measured in@1,4#,

and~iii ! the Reynolds number Reg based on the shear rategh
as measured in@1# @which agrees with the method~ii ! ac-
cording to @1##. In contrast, the Reynolds number ReU,max
based on the maximum velocity as measured in@7# shows a
slightly stronger dependence on both Ra and Pr than is
gested by our theory.

Our theory ~as yet! does not distinguish between the
various Reynolds numbers. For Ra→` one would expect
that they all show the same scaling behavior, but at finite

FIG. 4. Local slopes d log10(Re)/d log10(Ra) ~a! and
d log10(Nu)/d log10(Ra) ~b! for five Prandtl numbers Pr51024,
Pr51022, Pr5100 ~thick line!, Pr5102, and Pr5104 as they result
from our theory. As in Fig. 3 the dashed parts of the lines indic
the region beyond the expected transition of the kinetic BL into
turbulent state.
01630
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relatively small Ra'108–1010 deviations might occur, which
apparently is the case here.

III. KINETIC BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS

Next, we compare with the measured thickness of thetop
and bottomkinetic boundary layers in an aspect ratioG51
cell @7#. For the regime 108,Ra,331010 and 3,Pr
,1200, the experimental results can be parametrized in
local power law lu /L50.65Ra20.1660.02 Pr0.2460.01. Our
theory gives steeper dependences on both Ra and Pr~see Fig.
5!. The correspinding theoretical exponents are aroun
20.23 and 0.35. For the Ra dependence the discrepancy
tween the experimental Ra scaling exponent20.16 and the
theoretical Ra scaling exponent20.23~for fixed Pr'6) was
already identified in@8#, when compared to older experimen
tal results@20#.

However, note that the kinetic boundary layer thickne
measured at thesidewalls does agree with the predictio
from our theory. For that thickness Qiu and Xia@19# found
lu /L53.6Ra20.2660.03 for Pr57, which we also drew in Fig.
5. The agreement with the theoretical prediction is ve

e
e

FIG. 5. lu(Ra,Pr)/L, according to our unifying theory, in the
same regime 108,Ra,331010 ~a! and 3,Pr,1200~b! as experi-
mentally examined by Lamet al. @7#. The numbers on the curve
are the local power law exponents of the solid curves. The das
line is the experimental findinglu /L53.6Ra20.26 @19# for the side-
wall thickness of the kinetic boundar layer for Pr'7. The data
points measured in that publication@19# are given as filled circles.
5-4
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good. Note that the theoretical overall prefactor was adap
to a different quantity~namely, Re; see Fig. 1! in a different
experiment~cf. @1#! and therefore the quality of the agre
ment not only of the slope but also of the absolute size m
be emphasized.

As the theoretical Ra scaling exponent for the BL thic
ness is closer to the experimental result for the sidewall
rather than to that of the top or bottom BL, it seems that
main contribution to the kinetic energy dissipation in t
boundary layers comes from the sidewalls and not from
top or bottom plates. Given that for an aspect ratioG51
~cylindrical! cell ~i.e., the diameter equals its heightL) the
sidewalls contribute twice the top plus bottom area, this m
not be too surprising. If we weigh the experimental scal
exponents of side and top/bottom walls according to the r
tive areas, we obtain (20.162230.26)/3520.23 ~for Pr
57), very close to our theoretical value. Since our the
does not distinguish between the top/bottom plates and
sidewalls in Eqs.~1! and ~4!, there is no freedom for differ-
ent exponents in the theory and an averaged value resul
refinement of the theory, including a possible physical exp
nation of the different Ra scaling of the sidewall and t
bottom/top kinetic boundary layer widths~as an effect of the
geometrical shape of the RB cell! and a first understandin
of the aspect ratio dependence~as coming from the observa
tion that the boundary layer probes the streamwise exten
of the surface rather than the perpendicular length scal
the cell; cf. @11#! will be published in a forthcoming pape
@10#.

IV. BREAKDOWN OF THE LAMINAR KINETIC
BOUNDARY LAYER

One expects that at large enough Ra the laminar kin
BLs will become turbulent due to the shear triggered tran
tion. Since the sidewall and top/bottom BL thicknesses se
to scale differently, this may in fact happen at different R
Note also that the different Ra scaling of the sidewall and
top/bottom BL thicknesses implies an aspect ratio dep
dence of the kinetic laminar BL breakdown.

Our theory does not distinguish between sidewalls a
top/bottom plates, and the onset of the shear driven tu
lence, indicated by the dotted line in the phase diagram
2, is based on only onelu @Eq. ~4!#. As onset Reynolds
number we took a critical shear Reynolds number of Rs*
5420, which is the value advocated in Ref.@12# for a semi-
infinite plane boundary layer. For Pr51 this means the onse
of shear turbulence at Ra5331014. For the finite and closed
RB geometry other values for Res* might be more realistic. If
we take the critical shear Reynolds number Res* only half as
large ~i.e., Res* 5210), the onset of shear driven turbulen
in the boundary layers takes place already at Ra51013 ~again
for Pr51). Or, for fixed Ra, reducing Res* by a factor of 1/2
leads to an upward shift of the dotted line in the Pr direct
by a factor of about 10.

The breakdown of the top and bottom laminar kine
BLS is expected to lead to an enhanced heat transfer. In
of Chavanneet al. experiments@14,21# such an enhance
heat transfer is indeed observed around Ra51011. In con-
01630
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trast, the experiments of Niemalaet al. @16# do not display
such an enhancement. Our theory cannot resolve this
crepancy between the experiments. On the contrary,
phase diagram Fig. 2 suggests that it is the data of@16# in
which a breakdown of the laminar kinetic BL should be v
ible ~if at all!, as they reach larger Ra. More work will b
necessary to resolve this paradox.

The authors thank J. Niemela, K. Sreenivasan, P. To
and K. Q. Xia for very helpful discussions and for makin
their data and their reports available to us prior to publi
tion. The work is part of the research program of FO
which is financially supported by NWO. It was also su
ported by the European Union~EU! under Contract No.
HPRN-CT-2000-00162 and by the German-Israeli Foun
tion ~GIF!.

APPENDIX: KINETIC DISSIPATION IN THE BULK AND
IN THE BL

In order to give an idea of theabsolutekinetic energy
dissipation rates per mass and their distribution between b
and boundary layers, we calculated@from Eq. ~5!# Fig. 6,
showingeu , eu,bulk , andeu,BL as functions of Ra~here for
Pr51). With typical values such asn51026 m2s21 andL
50.5 m one gets, for Ra51010, the small dissipation rate
eu51.631025 m2s23. For Ra51018 one a obtains in con-
trast the large valueeu58.03105 m2s23. This cannot, of
course, be realized in a laboratory. Very large Ra in labo
tory experiments are reached today by pressure induced
crease of the density, which in turn reduces the kinetic a
thermal diffusivitiesn andk. This leads to reasonably mod
erate dissipation rates. In the experiment of@16#, for in-
stance, for Ra51.0631010 it is n55.0431026 m2s21, Pr
50.689, and thuseu5731023 m2s23, while for Ra51.26

FIG. 6. The kinetic energyeu ~solid!, the kinetic energy in the
bulk eu,bulk ~dashed!, and the kinetic energy in all kinetic boundar
layerseu,BL ~dotted! as a function of Ra for Pr51. As in the text, all
three functions are made dimensionless withL and n, e.g.,
eu /(n3L24)5Pr22Ra(Nu21). The inset shows the ratioeu,BL /eu

as a function of Ra for Pr51, 10, and 100~bottom to top!.
5-5
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31016 it is n53.24531028 m2s21, Pr57.36, andeu51.5
31023 m2s23, still rather moderate. For these relative
small Pr, the boundary layers’ contributions to the total
netic dissipation rates are rather small, as one could an
pate from Fig. 2.

Interestingly enough, if the Ra increase is obtained
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enlargening the density and so reducingn and k, the dissi-
pation rate becomessmallerwith increasing Ra. If all other
parameters defining Ra, such asap ,g,D, and L are kept
fixed, one evaluateseu}@(apgD)3L#1/2Pr21/2Rab21/2. Here
b denotes the Nu versus Ra scaling exponent. Usingb
'1/3 we findeu}@(apgD)3L#1/2Pr21/2Ra21/6.
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